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of Foreign Enterprise. 

On February 2, 1924, Dr. Wilhelm Low, who during more than a quarter of a 

century "before the First World War had been the director of the Russian factory 

O\vned by the Friedrich Hayer A.G. in Leverkusen, made a report to the directors 

of Bayer about a trip to Moscow.1 The purpose of the trip was to investigate 

the possibility of starting the Bayer factory anew. When he came to Moscow in 

January, he was pleasantly surprised by the appearance of the people he saw in 

the cit;y. He reported tflat food was adequate, that the children looked healthy 

and that good order prevailed in the streets. Lenin had just died but the gov

err~ent seemed to be firmly established. Housing conditions, however, were ter

rible, and the general mood was depressed--even though hopes prevailed for rapid 

improvement, in line with what had happened during the past two years. Whether 

or not Dr. Low had the reorganization under the ~lliP in mind, we do not know; in 

an;y case, he did not mention it, although it must have been the NEP with its 

new opportunities for foreigners, which was responsible for his trip. 

As to conditions in industry, Low remarked that at the negotiations which 

he carried on with Russ.Lan a.uthori ties, representatives of the workers were al

ways present. Everybody was eag·er to see the wheels of industry turn again. 

But, alas, production in Low's own field, the dyestuff industry, was dow:n to per

haps 20 to 25% of 1913 and the firms, once in private German hands, now Russi

fied, were run by the Soviet Anilin 'l'rust, a government agency which set the 

production quotas for the different dyestuffs and regulated all imports. Every

where, Low reported, Bayer dyes were still in demand, but the supply, despite 

much smuggling which was carried on over the Polish-Russian frontier, was ex

tremely limited; and instead of the former large and efficient factories there 

now existed many small traders who on their own dealt in dyes. In order to 

stretch the supply, they often sold their goods in diluted form. The Anilin 

Trust had not yet succeeded in producing some of the most needed dyes, such as 

Kongo or Benzopurin 4 B. Pharmaceutical articles were largely imported from 

countries such as Poland and Italy, or t.hey found their way to Russia by devious 

routes--often via Austria. 

An inspection of various factories on January 17 and 18 was not encouraging. 

At the Trokhgorny factor~y, a former brewery, chemical products were fabricated, 
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but the whole did not promise a good future. Some of the equipment was old; it 

had been removed from Bayer's former factory in Chamovniki. Others Low found in 

the Dorogomilov factory, which the J:!'re:nch had helped to start during the war. 

In the rather well equipped laboratory of Trokhgorny, Low saw one of his former 

laboratory assistants. But without investments and improvements, Dr. Low 

judged that the factories could not become an asset for the Soviet Union. The 

rorrner Stiller factory near Vladimir v.ras working well, but the .BASF ( Badische 

Anilin und Sodafabrik, Ludwigshafen) plant at Butyrsky, which, to be sure, the 

BASF had never meant to be a large, completely independent unit for the manufac

ture of dyestuffs, hardly offered chances for the future. Equally disappointing 

to Dr.Low was the state in which he found the Derbenevski factory of Hoechst, 

second of the three great German dyestuff manufacturers. Here, too, he saw little 

chance for the future, although it was just Hoechst which in the last few years 

before the war had outlined a modernization program which would have made 

its branch a major asset for Russian industry.2 Indeed, the moment was allowed 

to pass unused when, as has been recently said in another context, the resources 

inherited from a foreign investor could be absoroed and maintained "as productive 

enterprises while redirec profits toward social investment." 

Quite a number of laboravories existed where mailY chemists worked, often on 

pharmaceutical products; but none seemed satisfactory. As to Bayer's own factory 

at Chamovniki, Low was not allowed to inspect it. Upon the outbreak of the war, 

the firm had been asked to help with the Russian war efforts. Delays resulted, 

in part owing to Wl understandable lack of cooperation by the remaining managers, 

and in kiay 1915, the factory was taken over by the government. <Under French in

itiative, it was then used to produce powder and dynamite, just as, in a parallel 

move, the American Company was forced to produce munitions instead of sew-

ing machines. Bayer's assets were subsequently liquidated, and while the war was 

still on, production was discontinued. 'rhe government printing press was trans

ferred from St.P~tersburg to Chamovniki, the chemical ~nstallations were dispersed, 

the apparatuses were taken to other factories, and although ef~all the industrial 

plants which Low had visited, that of Bayer, because of its general design, still 

seemed in the relatively best :position for the resumption of production of chem

ical goods, nothing could be done for the moment. Erroneously, Dr. Low apparent

ly flattered himself with the possibility of seeing the factory eventually retur

ned to the German owners for resumption of their once so important, and for Rus

sia so valuable, manufacture. 

The report of Dr. Low is but one example for the "Russification" of foreign 

property which followed in the wake of the First v'lorld War. Obviously, by 1919, 

seizure and nationalization were not directed to any larger extent again the Ger
mans than against other nationalities or, for that matter, against Russian owners. 
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And if so much destruction occurred, it was not intentional but the result of 

Ioreign and civil wars. Still, great assets needed for the commuuist economy 

were wasted. The Germa."l.s themselves, no matter what the outcome of the war would 

be, had great expectations for further in the post-war period. A re-

port by a Dr.Enders of September 1914, addressed to the directors of the Maschi

nenfabrik Augsburg-NUrnberg (M.A.N.), demonstrates the hopes which had been en

tertained. Enders envisioned, however, continued and increased Russian particip

ation. He emphasized that for success in the Russian market, a foreign firm 

would have to be "Russian." M.A.N. had acquired a plant in Riga in 1912, but as 

was pointed out, tnis was not sufficient to manufacture profitably in Russia. 

While its stock could be owned by M.A.N., the factory had to be clearly a Russian 

corporation under Kussian law, with Russian managers and with its seat in St. 

Petersburg. 3 A similar view had been reached also by French and English, Bel

gian and AmericC:Ln firms. 

It would, however, be a mistake to consider the Sovietization of Russia as 

the only, or possiuly even as the main road to the legal Russification of foreign 

industry. 'l'he process was vigo.I:Ously under way before the revolution, the press 

and the Duma had demanded it in shrill,nationalistic tones, and practical steps 

had already been taken shortly after the outbreak of the First World War--at least 

with regard to German, Austrian and other property, which was seized and nation

alized. This nationalization was carried out ruthlessly and, in this context, 

ag"ain much to the damage of the Russians themselves. SpeaKing of the fate of the 

famous trading firm of Wogau & Co in Moscow, which had helped start, finance, and 

manage industries in Russia, Professor .i!:rik Amburger reports about the first Itus

sian laws for the liquidation of German firms in February 1915 and the national

istic st'orm which occurred in .rJJ.oscow on May 28, 1)!15. 4 It resembled, as he writes, 

the well-known Russian pogroms of the Jews. A "field of desolation" remained, 

which significantly involved not only the German owners but also nationals belon

ging to Russia' s allies in the war and to neutrals, so that the Brit ish ambassador 

had to intervene. And of course, also the interests of many Russians themselves 

were affected. 

The nationalistic of Russian mobs, encouraged by leaders like Moscow's 

governor, Prince Yussupov, is known from numerous other records as well. Among 

them are those of the established musical firm of Zilillilermann, who published, 

e.g., the works of Ballkirev and who pro&ueed,and sold instruments in St.Petersburg. 

The firm was almost forty years old; a branch had been established in Moscow in 

1882. The store was vandalized. Pianos and other instruments were thrown out of 

the window unto the street, and without benefit to Russia, an end was put to an

other productive foreign-owned enterprise. 
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War and revolution thus meant an important step in the process of Russification, 

even if, for t"1e time being, the effect was only negative. But neither war nor 

Sovietization can be considered a key to Russification. The process was a con

tinuous one; it had gone on long before th& extraordinary times of war and revol

ution. It engulfed all foreign firms. It was the natur~l outcome of the very fact 

that foreigners had penetrated the market of a country which, though industrially 

less developed, had all the possibilities for continuing on its own the process 

set in motion from the outside. And if the historian is impressed in this wartime 

and revolutionary experience wish the waste, the squandering of assets which, seem

ingly, was by no means necessary, he may remember that this was not the first time 

that violence and waste accompanied itussification. In the course of the centuries, 

Russification had repeatedly taken a violent and destructive form, interrupting, 

retarding or acceleratin£' a gradual p:r·ocess of evolution which was going on anyhow. 

A violent end was put to the first large scale foreign participation in the 
Ru · ·. ss~an econom~~ development when, toward the end of the Middle Ages, during the 

reign of Ivan III, the most fruitful connection between West and East, namely that 

between Novgorod a.~d the North German towns combined in the Hanseatic , was 

shattered. tue 1470s and 1490s, Ivan had attacked the town of Novgorod and des-

troyed the German factory there, the Petershof. Significantly, he had no means to 

replace what he had destroyed. Thus, to the extent to which he may have intended 

to "Russify" the Hanseatic trade, it was, at that point, a failure; for, the port 

of Ivangorod which he had built was poorly located and could only develop into a 

military, not a commercial outpost. Soon, foreigners had to be invited again to 

continue with their activitj_es. Hanscats themselves came, as well as their Liven

ian brethren. 

Accompanying circumstances were, however, different after the resumption of the 

interrupted economic relations with Hussia. The development differed from customary 

developments as we witness them among the Western nations. Of course, unequal levels 

of economic development had existed at all times also between these. Constant trans

fers of know-how and experience, in addition to goods and capital, had taken place 

also between Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, England and others. The activities 

of each of these countries had at one time or another been affected and fructified 

by those of another country. Because of unequally distributed skills and interests, 

one or the other had gained practical advantages which sometimes led to relation-

ships of dependence. Venetian ana fay ence makers, in addi ticn to bankers, 

came to the Hetherlands where tney introduced their art; Mayence printers went to 

Strassburg, , or Venice; :Burgundian artisans brought tneir knov .. ledge to Eng

land; Germans from Saxony taught Viennese and others the art of porcelain making. 

But the reception whic;h those traveling within the Wet: tern world found in Western 

countries was different from that which they found in Russia. To the extent to which 
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they and their skills were assimilated or integrated, it occurred without a "Hollan

dification" or "An;;lification" or "Germanization." Russia, however, responded in a 

different way, and the position of the foreigner, threatened by "Russification" or 

ejection, had no parallel in the West. 

A second wave of w·estern economic activity in Russia shows similar characteris

tics. Around 1553, English sailors and traders arrived on the shores of the White 

Sea, followed in the 1580s by Dutch a.nd French. They added to the considerable for

eign element of Germans (many of whom now from southern Germany rather than the Han

seatic towns) and Italians already in Jiussia. Many of these visitors, unlike the 

artisans and tradesmen moving within tl~e Western world, had the character of adven

turers rather than ttia t of solid artisans and businessmen. Their skills were use

ful, their initiative considerable, their credit was welcome, and their abilities 

turned out to be fr4itful for Russia. But their own contacts with Russians were 

sharply circumscribed and supervised; they could not do business as they pleased. 

Most of it was with the tsar and his agents. 

,Although in the seventeenth century, unci.er the impact of Polish ani Swedish 

invasions a certain change seemed to prepare itself with regard to the role of the 

foreigner, and although gradually his role seemed to come to resemble more that 

which he played in the West, the pattern of "1tussification" repeated itself. Once 

Russia was polltically and economically stabilized after the times of Trouble, the 

Russians asserted themselves; especially .C.:nglish and Dutch entrepreneurs were ex

posed to violen:; measures seeking to bring their businesses into Russian hands. Con

fiscations occurred, privileges ~ranted were revoked, occasionally lives were threat

ened, and Russians, through endeavors of their own, gained ascendancy. There is a 

tendency to overestimate the i;:,portance of the foreigners, and emphasis will be 

laid in the following on the role of native entrepreneurship. For, the scope of the 

activities of foreigners in relation to the total economic activities in Russia was 

limited. 'I'hey did secure an essential place in overueas trade and also in early 

" mining and manyfacturing ventures, in the glass and the paper industries, and in the 

establishment of powder mills. But all this made up only a small part of the com

merce and manufacture in Russia. 

One of the reasons for the sudden seizures of foreign businesses and the violent 

interruption of their activities was, asiae from irregularities com::-1itted by the 

forei{:,"ners themselves, that those who ruled Russia werE? suspicious of alien aspira

tions, worried about the effect whicn foreign ent1'epreneurs might have on the poli t

ical structure of the state, and ever conscious of their possibly unnecessary econ

omic preponderance. For, the Russians were themselves capable traders, indulging 

with relish in commercial ac ti vi tiesi and enterprises in foreign hands C(,uld obviously 

be conducted successfully also by Russians. 'I'he government watched over it and, by 
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taking advantage of the institutions and organization of the country, sporadically 

ordered from above a certain Russification. .Ji.:ssentially, it refrained only from 

touching foreign trade. 

One may wonder how the foreigners always gathered new courage, from 1478 on 

down to 1917, to start anew. Perhaps they never gave up the idea that they pos

sessed unique skills (which they actually did, although they seldom kept a mono

poly on them for any length of time), that H.ussia could not dispense with them, 

and that they were imbued with an entrepreneurial spirit which alone was conducive 

to innovations bejittin.s the passage of time. Perhaps a balanced evaluation of 

Russian entrepreneurship in relation to Western entrepreneurship would disprove 

this assumption. Not only Western historians have accepted it as an axiom and have 

judged the rlussian ways too much by their own standards; also Russians themselves 

have been inclined to go by ~rvestern standards. Soviet historians have not been 

very much concerned with the problem until rather recently, 6 and more emphasis has 

been put on theor~, on economic thought, than on economic and business practice.7 

The conviction of the foreif::,'Tiers that they would always "be needed may have 

been revived by the fact that during the last few decades of the seventeenth cen

tury, after the difficult times they had experienced in the middle of the century, 

they could move once more into a strong position. Westernization began in the times 

of statesmen like Matveev, Ordyn-Nashchokin and, subsequently, Vasili Vasilevich 

Golitsyn, and it made itself felt also in economic affairs. But again, the Western 

entrepreneur must be seen against the background of Russian entrepreneurship--not 

only of famous figures like the Stroganovs or Demidovs, but also against the mass 

of small erltrepreneurs in industry and trade, engaged in weaving, brewing and dis

tillation, rope making, the timber industry, etc., and, aside from trade, in agri

culture. There, too, Russians demonstrated entrepreneurship. Grain was increas

ingly grown for the marKet, and crops for industrial purposes, such as hemp, tob

acco, and later sugar beets played an ever growing role. As early as the eighteenth 

century, numerous peasants, including serfs, even if they continued to live on the 

land, moved more and more into the group of entrepreneurs, just as, at the other 

end of the social scale, many of the nobility did. 

Among the foreigners who, during the later part of the seventeenth century, 

had gained new importance, the most outstanding was Vinius. But in a sense, he was 

also the last. Russians, be it as state emplyees or as private persons, assumed a 

steadily more conspicuous role. Indeed, a.tter Vinius there is hardly a famous name 

among tne foreigners, hardly one which historians customarily recall, until the on

set of the industrial age, when the picture changes. Perhaps the best Known among 

tl1ose of the eighteenth century after Peter's time would be J~~ Tamesz. Others, 
such as Evert Isbrants, Paul Westhoff or the Englishman Gardner or, later, Gomm, who 
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hindrances remained for modern entreoreneurship oecause many Russians, among them 

posad members, could not dispose of a needed labor force as long as serfdom was 

maintained; but the whole economic environment changed. Not only St.Pete2sburg 

and :Moscow stood out as centers of up-to-date activity; also other regio:os partic

ipated in the development. In many parts of the country, textile manufactures 

flourished, and in :buropean as well as Asia tic Russia paper s, glass, leather, 

silver, metal and arms factories were erected. Evidt:nce of the importance wl>..ich 

posad industries and their owners gained can be found in the fact that some of the 

d b h Z t . ' s y~ 1~ 1 t th ' f .. . l . t 16 posa mem ers, sue~ as A. a rapezny~ anQ • ~ov ev, rose o e ranK o noo~ 1 y. 

Under the circumstances, it is difficult to accept Marshall Goldman's state

ment that in pre-revolutionary Russia natives showed "an unwillingness to utilize 

proven technological improvements."17 Goldman had not the late eighteenth but 

the nineteenth century in mind; yet, as an overall judgment, such a generalization 

is doubtful for all periods. The Russian ino.ustrialist of the eighteenth century 

possessed in any case er:.ough interest and ahility to co;:~pete. The sh visitor 

Samuel Bentham may have been right when, after inspecting the copper mines of Pogo

dashi and various mills in the Urals in the 1790s, he criticized the waste of man

power, of steam and of materials.18 But despite this lack of attention to good 

management, the Russians had succeeded in taking first place in as important a 

field as the iron iniustry and in surpas Sweden, the most outstanding iron 

producer up to the 1780s or 90s. United States importers or iron, e.g., asserted 

that there was nothing that in y_uality cvuld compare with Russian iron. We also 

have the testimony of Erik Laxman, a ]'innish explorer and expert in Siber.Lan con

ditions, who praised even earlier the, for the tirue, distinctive entrepreneurial 

spirit oi' the Russians. And perhaps technological innovations (~1ot only those 

often referred to by Polzunov but also by others, often unknown), ever1 if not wide

ly accept~d, likewise bear witness to an attitude which hardly confirms Goldman's 

judgment. If anything, what was lacking was, rather than tec.bnological expertise 

and venturesome spirit, organizational ability and skillful, parsimonious management. 

Even in foreign trade, Russian 6ntrepreneurship should not be underestimated. 

It centered on the East. For centuries, the Russians had been active in co~~ercial 

relations there. They had developed knowledge and connections in that area. In the 

last decade of the eighteenth century, they crowned. their efforts by founding the 

Russian-.1L..erican Compa~1y, a venture following neither the model set by the trade 

patterns in relation with the ·.vest nor that customary for colonial undertakings 

such as the and. Dutch pursued. In addition tc the East, the Russians also 

engaged in new ventures in the south, via t4e Black Sea, where for a long time 

they had maintained connections with Persians, Turks, Greeks, and others. The new 

undertakings, made l;ossible by war and conquest, benefited on the one hand the 
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Russian producers in the southern central regions and the Ukraine, anci involved on 

the other new trade partners, such as the Austrians and the Ji'rench, in addition 

to reviving connections with old traa.e partners, such as the Italians and the Span

ish. l!'or a time, the Frenchman AnthoiLe de St.Joseph developed various ambitious 

schemes. Sound in conceptliton, they fell, however, short irJ execution because of 

lack of solidity in his procedures.19 
In the meantime, the enterprises of foreign traders on the traditional routes to 

t}+e West 
/also increased, at least in absolute figures if not proportionately to the total 

Russian commerce. The r~asons why the foreigners could hold their own are connec

ted less with their abilities than with t!1e express policy of the hussian govern

ment. This policy included negative as well as positive factors: Negative in so 

far as the government imposed prohibitions on the participation of foreigners in 

the internal Russia!l trade, restricted travel in the country, granted privile~es 

to Russian but not to :foreign artisans, listened to the demands of posad members 

for maintenance of their customary rigr~ts, issued guild regulations, etc. And pos

itive in so far as i.t purposefully discouraged foreign ventures ·by its own subjects 

lest politically undesirable ideas be introduced in Russia from the West. It did 

not create an adequate merchant marine but, to the contrary, raised difficulties 

when its subjects wanted to travel abroad. Nor did it show any concern about their 

lack of competitiveness with f6reigner~,perhaps because, as has been argued, the 

educational level of the typical Russian businessman was insufficient, or about his 

lack of knowledge of foreign habits and of foreign languages, currencies, weights 

and measures. Thus, overseas trade flourished in foreign hands. Pashkov speaks 

of 68 million . .cubles of exports and imports at the time of the death of Catherine 

a~ainst 4 million in 1726. 20 Even if such figures and other calculations of as 

more recent date are of little use beeause of the unreliability of the surviving 

statistics, their questionable compilation, the extent of smuggling, the continu

ous chanolCeS in what comprised the Russian empire because of the expansion of its 

frontiers, etc., there is no doubt that the increase was great. 

If in the preceding paragraphs the accent has been put on Russia's native 

business spirit, on its zest for enterprise and, possibly, also innovation, it is 

not in order to attempt to propose here a revisionist thesis. It is to show that 

just in the eiBhteenth century, the century of Westernization, Russian enterprise 

made great strides and foreign enterprise could no longer boast of a leadership 

which it may have held earlier. But a very different situation emerged when the 

nineteenth century dawned and the so-called industrial revolution spread. For

eigners be~an once more to permeate the Russian economic scene and to move into 

the forefront. The tendency, if not the need, for a new Russian offensive, lead

ing to new efforts in Russification, was the result. Only by adopting the 

II 

' 
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activitias; but a m::LLum:i...fication:1 in the strict sc:nse of e did not occur until, un 

st: te r:onopoly of der :)oviet rule, 

Russians v1ever, different role once we turn to tJ~ose foreign 

eure a,nd their fi1."111S vJho estEblished themselves in second 

but industry th~\t coun·sed. The CI -cr11.s phase, \'rhich sav-1 tl1e est.;;.blishment o.f 

lexge industrial ses by 

of 

, can be dated from the middle 1840s. It \'las 

then that the techtical imove.tions 'trhich had generated in the 

could no in the East. The ·ussi;:::.n ''ras 

in a 

av.rare 

of the fact that the role in this area to be 

light from that in 

fact that it took a 

:f'jeld of con.erce, or even be.n.ldng. This, indeed, exnl::;,.ins the 
") .J_ 

~ ort time only, 

eration, until foreign inr'ustrialist ,,.,as either 

Russian. v1ouJ.d. be to the 

get the e:x:istenoe in Russia of a souno basis/ on ·which 

the entrepreneurie,l spirit which had evinced itself in 

derestimate the infrastructure 1"rhich h.<1d been lc.id '.'Ji 

a6 ,ct.. AA.-c.,t?L 
.at an e;vren;e· less than a gen-

or at least supplemented by 2. 

of -':he transition vrere i·le to for-

could be built, and of 

centuries. Nor should ·.,;e un-

to people--workers, tech-

nicians, scientists--as v1ell ",s tc inst: tutions, tovms, hCJrbors 8.nd streets. 

In all of the popula.tion, Mlcnc· the serfs whose 
\ 

sqb:-igorous a.nd 

restrictive as to check a thirst for entrepreneurial activity, or the {}obles i<ihose 
41UL/f~ 

status vras not too lofty, or among the n:rorgotten there ';rere ~nf*':i ~~n t mm;o who 

were in modern domaines des pro-

prietaires ont eM, dan;; la moitie du x·x:e siecle le nid 'une indu-

si;rielle, n 1-rri tc}S :?ortal; and later on he says: industrielle consti-

tue une aristocratie de la Bourgeoisie m~rchancle. 1125 
In so far as t~'e ern ~~us;:Jian 5 nr;us:trialists would have lli1.d to build their net•r ven-

tures on knowled~e c f technolo,gy, sub t2-.ntial cani t' l resources, d.nd_ training, 

they "'ere, perh:.ps, in a position not much diffe:::ent from that in vJhich kose of :france, 

.cmd other [estern countries founc5 t11emselves t cne time or cmother vis a vis 

the early To Clifferent degrees, all oYe~c the continent, time lag·s 

existed frcm which at first the English, then others could In hvo , how-:; 

ever, there was a 

himself within a 

erable difference. 

tical and social "Ylhich 

of the Russian industrialist fcund 
"'M, ,iiPfe possibilities fe~· +ri;m; to 

adapt himself to the ne-v1 production methods; and ovrinc to 8,nd 

surroundings he dld not possess th:1t business attitude which is sometimes described as 

"capi talis:t ethos" and which contributed to the success of the men in the \;fest. In both 
CP#U 
·~ as a result, 

century \vas continued. 

rfhe pace ::t \•r: ich E:ussis.ns became heirs of eurs :md the form in 

this tcc,k place 11ere net tL.'1iform. great ties existed, 

contraDicting customary zations. Some~ of t!-lis tr j :ndustry :i.nto 
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Western indus trial ac.d business methods, by reshaping foreign enterprises anew and 

gradually brin~ing them into the hands of Russians did it seem possible to escape 

a fate which in one century after another Russia had fought and avoided, and to pre

vent that at that crucial moment it would after all fall into colonial dependency. 

Two pkases can be distinguished in the. new foreign penetration and the Russian 

reaction to it. In the first phase, the accent lies on coi;rnerce, in the second on 

industry. Russian reaction to the first was fundamentally different from that to 

the second. There was little attempt to replace the foreign merchant who, in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, came again in large numbers. 'l'hus, 

the forei~n merchant retained or regained his former importance and steadily added 

to it, enjoying a position such as he had not held since Hanseatic times. He was 

favored by being acquainted with the modern indusjtrial scene; he was aware of new 

needs which Western countries had under the gradually evolving industrial conditions; 

and he was acquainted with the new products, especially machinery, which they had 

to offer. He also developed an intuitiveness and venturesomeness which were ap

propriate to the now quickly changing conditions of trade. And he instituted a 

banking system which provided him with the financial means for carrying on his ever 

more complicat~d trading ventures. Commercial banks attending to trade~ their 

own account as well as to financing that of others appeared, foremost Baring Broth

ers of Lon(wn and Hope & Co of Amsterdam. Soon, however, also a Russian corrunercial 

bank was founded, to be sure by a foreigner, Ludwig Stieglitz, a court Jew from 

the principality of Waldeck in central Germany. But this firm became quickly and 

thoroughly Russified; Ludwig StieglitJ became the first president of the St.Peters

burg Exchange. He was made a baron, he converted to the Orthodox faith, and around 

1860, his son Alexander dissolved the firm and acc~pted a high government position. 21 

Unlike the Stieglitz, whose services most of the Western overseas trading 

firms used in Russia, the majority of the trading firms remained "foreignn in char

acter, conduct and reputation even when the owners accepted Russian (or Finnish) 

citizensnip. Among them, Dutch and French were now rarely found; most of them 

v,;ere English or German. Their firms were, unlike those in earlier times, no longer 

creations of adventurers but solid business enterprises, which worked successfully 

for decades or even a century. Often two, three or four generations conducted 

them--down to the time of the October revolution. The Russian government, always 

anxious to promote exports, showed little interest in interfering with them; it 

rather extended to them protection and security and neither promoted Ru:.-; ... i....n endeav

ors in their field of activity nor did it seek to see them replaced or "Russified." 

Among the leading firms we find Rowand Carr & Co, Mitchell Cayley, Hill & 

Wishaw, Thomson Bonar & Co, John Venning and Clarke rJiorgan & Go from Britain; van 
22 Brienen, Amburger & Co, Wilhelm Brandt & Co, Meyer & Brfixner, and Clementz Ber~ 
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from Germany; and, interestingly, in ad-:;.ition to these and many others there were 

also two American firms of importance, those of John D. Lewis and of William 

Ro:;:;es. .Statistics giving the export and import figures of all the major firms 

have been preserved, published as they were over a ~eriod of more than half a cen

tury in the anuual editions of the Gosudarstvenaia vneshniaia torgovlia. 23 The 

names of the firms did not always remain the same over the years; mergers occurred; 

some disappeared, owners belonging to a younger generation embraced additional ac

tivities; but a "Russification" in the strict sense of the word did no'.:. occur un

til, unaer Soviet rule, the state monopoly of forei~~ trade was introduced. 

Russians played, however, a different role once we turn to those foreign en

trepreneurs and their firms who established themselves in the second phase, when 

it was not trade but industry that counted. The beginnings of this phnse, which 

saw the establishment of large industrial enterprises by foreigners, can be dated 

from the middle 1840s. It was then that the introduction of the technical innova

tions which had been generated in the West could no longer be by-passed in the East. 

The Russian government was quicKly aware of the fact that the role of foreigners 

in this area had to be regarded in a different light L·om that in the field of 

commerce, or even banking. This, indeed, explains the fact that it took a compar

atively short time only, perhaps as a rule less than a generation, until a foreign 

industrialist was either replaced or at least supplemented by a Russian. It would 

be impossible to explain the rapidity of the transition were we to forget the ex

istence in Russia of a sound basis on which inciustries could be built, and of the 

entrepreneurial spirit which had evinced itself in past centuries. Nor should we 

underestimate the infrastructure which had been laid with regard to :people--wor

kers, technicians, scientists--as well as to governmental institutions, towns, 

harbors and streets. In all layers of the population, amone:; the serfs whose ob

ligations were not so rigorous and restrictive as to check a thirst for entrepren

eurial activity, or among the nobles whose status was not too lofty, or among the 

"Forgotten Class, "24 there were ,llant who were interested in creating modern in

dus0rial enterprises. "Les dornaines des grands proprH~taires ont ete, dans la 

premiere moitie du XIXe siecle le nid d'une Bourgeoisie industrielle," writes 

Roser Portal; and later on he says: "La Bourgeoisie indus-crielle constitue une 

aristocratie de la Bourgeoisie marchande." 25 
In so far as the moc.:.ern Russian industrialists would have had to build their 

new ventures on knowledg1f of technology, substantial capital resources, and manag

erial training, they were, perhaps, in a position not much different from that in 

which those of Francs, Germany and other ~¥estern cour.tries found themselves at one 

time or another vis a vis the early English incustrialist. To different degrees, 

aJ l over the continent, time laez;s existed from which at first the En5lish, then 
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others could. benefit. In two respects, however, there was a considerable difference. 

First of all, the Russian industrialist found himself within a political and social 

system which delayed his possibilities to adapt himself to the new production meth

ods; and then, owing to tradition, upbringing and surroundings he did not possess 

that business attitude which is sometimes described as "capitalist ethos" and which 

contributed to the success of the men in the West. In both re~pects, however, 

changes occurred rather rapidly, and as a result, "Russification" came about and 

the process which we witness in the preceding century was continued. 

The pace at which Russians became heirs of the foreign entrepreneurs and the 

form in which this change took place were not uniform. A great variety of possi

bilities existed, contradicting customary generalizations. Some of this transition 

of foreign industry into Russian hands will be commented upon here. 

'l'he first major Russian undertaking of foreie,'"IJers was, in a sense, from the 

beginning a Russian undertaking. lt was initiated by the Russian government and 

concerned the construction of the railroad between St.fetersburg and Moscow. But 

it depended almost entrrely upon foreii;ners as far as its execution was concerned. 

In the 1830s, the .liussian government sent emissaries abroad to study the various 

railroad systems and, at the suggestion of the officers sent out, decided on hir

ing an American firm for the construction, using an American locomotive (designed 

by Moncure Robinson), and purchasing much of the other needed materials abroad. 

The task was completed in the early 1850s and high profits went to the Americans. 

But Americans as well as .b;nglish, Germans, .Belgians and others quickly found out 

that with surprising speed the railroad market which they had expected to offer a 

long term outlet was provided--to be sure,with the help of foreign capital--with 

Russian products. Locomotives, passenger and freight cars, rails, wheels, boilers, 

etc. were soon manufactured in adequate quantities ar:d of satisfactory quality by 

fi.ussian firms. .After 1900, only a very small share of the market was left. 

Professor Paul R. Gregory has argued that "prior to the spurt of the 1880s 

overall industrial growth was relatively unimpressive,"26 and it is diffult to 

argue the point as long as terms like overall and relatively are not defined. 

Statistics may well leave some such impression, but research in industrial ar

chives conveys a somewhat different impression. And Professor Arcadius Cahan has 

suggested that free enterprise would have achieved more. Perhaps so, even if 

others, including John McKay, may not necessarily share that view and, moreover, 

within tne framework of the Russian scene, possibly undesirable side effects must 

be taken into account. Actually, when we examine the record of Russia's indus

tries, we find that besides many state enterprises a remarka.ble development of 

private Russian industry occurred. As it was helped by the state through prefer

ential treatment in recc iving goverw:en t orders and through railway construction, 

subsidies, protective tariffs, money policies, foreign borrowing, and ~~e..tin-g 
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rupt), main representatives of the United States once t.he contract for the Ale:xan

drovsk works with Winans had run ou.t, had to accept more and more Russian con<;rib

utions to their products. The Swiss, with Sulzer in Winterthur and others in Oer

likon experienced a parallel development. Here, a short survey of some German 

contributions a.7J.d their merging into Russian industrial life will serve to illus

trate the issue. 

By way of introduction, a few points can be made. First, that the 

importance of tne foreign contribution cannot be demonstrated by quantification 

but depends upon qualification. Statistics tell less tnL~ thoughtful analysis. 

Next, if we speak of Germany's part, investment of capital is less significant 

than that of talent. Third, at the outset of industrialization, Germany, a late

comer, contributed little to Russia; but starting late, it developed up-to-date 

scientific and technological ideas and production methods which played the major 

role in areas most promising for all later industrial growth: in the fields of 

electricity, chemistry and, as part of the machine industry, the Diesel 

Fourth, Germany was the least nationalistic of Russia's foreign contacts. At no 

time did it prevent the export of new techniques, as the English had done who up 

to 1843 imposed the direst punishments on those who would communicate English in

ventions in the textile industry to the Russians; nor did it imitate the French 

who coordinated na tiona.l aspirations, in the :fi'rench case ideas of revanche, with 

their business aims. German industrialists were inclined to subordinate national 

to business interests. Lastly, in part for this reason, but in part also because 

of closer acquaintance with their neighbor, because of a long tradition, and be

cause of inclinations toward everything foreign, the Germans adjusted more readily 

to the Russian scene, learned the language, applied their skills and ultimately 

became more easily Russianized. 

Among the German firms connected with Russia, a multiplicity of experiences 

can be noted. The story will be told here not in order to contribute to the busi-

ness histories of such firms but to show, in the of the development of Rus-

sian entrepreneurship, initiative and state interest so far presented, the attrac

tion which Russia exercised on the various firms and the great variety of responses 

by them when faced with the decision to what extent they had to become part of the 

Russian industrial world. 

It may be useful to start with the Krupp firm because Krupp is an example of 

a foreign f±.rm which, once deliberations, decade after decade, had come to naught, 

desisted altogether from taking up manufacturing in Russia and thus becoming part 

of the Russian industrial scene. Next, we shall deal with Siemens, which exempli

fies the very opposite case. Without any compulsion from the outside and under no 

pressure, Siemens entered the Russian industrial world and contributed to, and 
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shared in, its growth. Lastly, the path of various firms will be referred to which 

hold intermediate positions. Reluctantly, under pressure of Russian policies, 

thej started businesses and industries in Russia and, as Russian state and private 

industry advanced, found themselves forced to surrender more and more of their 

"foreign 11 individuality. Generally, within less tr;.an a generation, their becoming~ 

an.integra~ .part of the Russian scene was accomplished. 

At a surprisingly early date, indeed in 1820, shortly after the very start of 

his firm and earlier than almost any industrialist in the West, Frli.edrich Krupp 

turned his eyes toward Russia. Fighting hard for the sur~ival of his new enter

prise, he already then proposed to erect a steel factory in Russia. Unknown as he 

was, nothing came of it. But eighteen years later, in 1858, still at the beginning 

of the industrial age, after J!"riedrich Krupp's death, his son Alfred entered again 

into negotiati&ns with Russians about the four1ding of a large rolling mill. 29 This 

time, negotiations made better progress; yet, it was not until three years later 

that Russia, on its part, took the initiative and proposed to Alfred Krupp that he 

build a steel mill in Russia. Alfred was not merely interested: as one would hard

ly expect, he even contemplated giving up his German plant altogether and to move 

the entire firm to Russia. He was thoroughly disappotnted with Prussia, which 

showed much less understanding for his work. than Russia, and he was ready to make 

an investigatory trip there.3° As late as October, 1841, he deliberated, but he 

came to no decision. Thus the matter remained dormant until 1855, when once more 

the Russians proposed that he help them with the founding of a large steel mill. 

This offer was followed, eight years later, by yet another. By then, Krupp was, 

however, less interested. Industrial production had become more complicated, much 

experience was needed now, hundreds of workers had to be trained in working to

gether, and many parts of the production process were so dependent upon the avail

ability of auxiliar<J inaustries, research laboratories, schools, varied raw mat

erial sources, and so inLerwoven with political conditions and local arrangements 

that, unless all these preconditions existed, success seemed do0.btful. At that, 

the Russians haci on their own made good progress. In Obuchov they had, in partic

ular, created an important and thriving steel It was, however, just J.n con

nection with Obuchov that, in 1868, they made still another offer to Krupp, sugges

ting that he take over the mill there. It was a tempting offer inasmuch as not 

only Obuchov itself was a serious competitor but also other foreign competition 

(Maxim, Armstrong, Colt, later also Scrmeider-Creuzot) existed. Negotiations about 

Obuchov or, in any case, about the founding of a cast steel gun factory ex-

tended, therefore, well into the next year. But ultimately Alfred Krupp felt that 

a Russian branch would deprive the German house of many capable men; that legal, 

religious and other guarantees for freedom of movement and protection of his people 
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would be difficult to secure; and most important, that a mere entrepreneurial ex

pansionist drive (Unternehmungswut) should not induce a conscientious industrialist 

to engage in new ventures. 32 At least as muc.;h as other considerations (including 

also ble needs for additional funds and resentments against Russian officials 

who on visits to the Kru,:.p works hau been trying to get hold of production secrets) 

it was this decision to avoid the Grttnier spirit of the 187os33 which led, in 1878, 

and subsequently in 1881, to two more refusals by Alfred Krupp to establish himself 

in Russia. 

After Alfred's death, Count Witte thought, in 1898, that he could revive the 

issue and suggested to Alfred's son that Krupp build a canon factory in Russia.34 

But then and later, the political situation, dominated by France's policy of milit

ary encirclement of Germany, rendered further official cooperation in the field of 

armament industries ~mpossible. This did not mean, , that Krupp did not con-

tinue to find in Russia a market for some of his products and that he did not look 

for other connections there. Thus, he did make agreements with the Riga machine 

factory of ll,elser & Co which, however, was shortly thereafter acquired by the Maschi

nenfabrik Augsburg-Nt1rnberg (M.A.N.) in an effort to stop Krupp's competition. 

The story of Krupp's always revived negotiations with Russia regarding a Krupp 

branch in Russia presents r1ot only a negative aspect but also a positive one. It 

shows that Russia's own ent:repreneurs and the Russian government, as it becomes evi

dent when one considers the capabilities of, e.g., the Puti1ov or the Obuchov works, 

were able to get along also without the foreigner, that they could dictate the 

terms for foreign participation in the process of industrialization, and that they 

cot<.lu, if need be, meet the foreign competition. 

A case which illustrates a very opposite situation, both en the German and on 

the Russian side, is that of Siemens. Hardly had Werner Siemens established him

self in Germany in 1848 than he ~ispatched, in 1853, his young brother Karl to St. 

Petersburg to found and head a ·branch and production center there. The start par

a/lleled that of Harrison, Winans & Eastwick inasmuch as Siemens received the first 

large Russian contract for establishing a main telegraph line, just as a decade ear

lier the Americans had received a contract for the main railroad line. Both firms 

produced parts of their needed materials in Russia. But while the Americans ran a 

plant oVtmed by the Russian government, Siemens produced in a factory of his own; and 

while the Americans gave up their interest after accomplishing the task, Siemens 

continued to manufacture in and to build the country's most important elec-

trical firm. 35 

Siemens' relationship with Russia went through various stages. They were de-

termined on the one hand in Germany by the interests and innovations in the elec

trical field which gave this country a unique position not only in Russia but in the 
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entire world; and on the other in Russia by the powerful forces which asserted them

selves there in society, government, and industry. These, notwithstanding the fact 

that the Russians failed to build up a competitive electro-industry, left a deep 

imprint ~n the conduct of the Siemens factory. 

At first, the Siemens branch developed as if it were an independent Russian 

firm, largely because its for·eign connection was secured by close family ties. When 

Karl, however, left for Englana to help his brother Wilhelm (Sir William) there, who 

headed the English branch which also enjoyed great independence, control by the Ber

lin headquarters was tightened. This trend was reversed when,.. inc.]lhe 1880s, Karl 

returned. But after the re~;irement of ;Ierner and Karl's becoming, around 1890, 

his successor as head of the entire Siemens complex, again the forces of consolida

tion m1der Berlin's guidance made themselves felt. Berlin leadership was further 

strengthened after the firm had, in 1898, become a corporation (Aktiengesellschaft) 

--even though Karl, who had moved to Herlin, retained his affection for Russia (he 

possessed an estate near St.Petersburg, where he loved to spend vacations) and even 

though his daughters, who held shares in the Russian Siemens firm, had married Russials, 

Yet, the tendency toward control from abroad was bound to fail. More and more 

of the products and parts had to be manufactured in Russia and, under pressure of 

the Russian government, even export markets had to be sought for them, in direct 

competition with the mother house. More native Russians were r0quired to be added 

to the staff .36 lvloreover, ever higher Russian customs impositions, stricter regula

tions, ana. preferences given to Russian-owned finns forced all foreign firms to 

become "more Russian." 

Simultaneously, developments within the Russian branches of foreign undertak

ings furthered this trend. Family connections weakened; sentimental ties with the 

homeland of many who were sent to Russia gradually waned; some of the German managers 

or employees acc~pted Russian, or FinGish, citizenship and sometimes the Orthodox 

faith. Loyalties became Russian, encouraged by the tsarist government through the 

conferring of high Russian decorations and orders, such as that of St.Anna or Sta

nislas. Ownership passed through marriage and inheritance into Russian families; 

stock in corporations, if available, was increasingly bought up by Russians. Prof

its often did not return to the mother house but remained in Russia, reinvested in 

the firm or put into high interest paying government bonds.37 Eventually, owners 

abroad again and again came to wonder whether or not they should try to keep a 

branch in Russia or to give it up. Sie;:;ens himself wondered.38 

If t:h.ere were firms like Krupp which had decided a.gainst starting production 

at all in Russia, 39 and if there were others which, like Siemens, had readily begun 

production abroad40 and still others which, like the firm of the instrument maker 

and publisher Zimmennann, started out in Russia and only subsequently founded firms 
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abroad: then there was still a majority of firms which, interested in the Russian 

market but unable, in view of Russian policies, to supply it from abroad, estab

lished prouuction centers in Russia, but did so only reluctantly and hesitatingly. 

Few seem to have realized. how strong tile pull toward "RussianizingH these factories 

would be. To varying degrees, they instituted control measures which would -bind the 

branch to the mother house. 

Among the great German chemical works, all of which had been founded in the 

1860s, BA.SF and Hoechst started. manufacturing in Russia in the 1870s, Bayer in 1883. 

At that time, the riussians already possessed excellent chemists and important fac

tories. Soda, gun powder, phosphates, glycerine, cosmetics a~d other chemicals con

st:ttuted their main output. Dyestuffs became the chief product of the German firms. 

At first, the Russian branches of these attended to the of imported ingred-

ients; they then began to manufacture some of the basic products while still impor

ting many of the components as well as the machinery needed to manufacture them. 

Gradually they included more and more dyes in their Russian production program so 

that, despite the hold the German industry had on world markets, the Russian share 

in the production process steadily climbed. Of course, even under such conditions, 

the ilerman dye/~tuff works could, in view of the rapid growth of the whole industry, 
A,_,.; 

constantly increase their exports to Russia and maintain the direction of the bran

ches in administrative, financial, and technical matters. Yet, even these were in

creasingly influenced by the Russians. As early as 1886, the Deutsche Okonomist 

had written: "Today no longer Herr von Hansemann L'Dir ctor of the powerful German 

bank, the Diskonto GesellschafJl dictates conditions but the LRussia~/ minister of 

Finance, Bunge. ,,4l Not only carefully directed state policy but also the general 

Russian atmosphere ma~e itself felt. It percolated into many areas of the activi

ties of foreign industries, affecting not only tneir organization and production 

programs but also the persons working for them. Carl Duisberg, who once stated 

that, national interests notwithsta..'1ding, business interests demanded manufacturing 

in Russia, complained about the infiltration of the Krupp 

had once complained about the corrupting influence of St.Petersburg life--especially 

on the top personnel. Still, unless the foreigner wanted to risk losing the market, 

he had steadily to increase his engagement. He had to invest ever amounts 

of capital; -accept that, as the tsarist government happily pointed out, Russian 

capital followed and flowed into foreign inaustries42
1 enlarge the range of the 

products made in Russia; be satisfied, occasional cartel agreements notwithstanding, 

with profits lower than in other markets; and buy up unsuccessful smaller firms 

lest they fall into the hands of other German, foreign, or of Russian firms and 

become nuclei of a competitive dyestuff industry. By 1914, the branches of the 
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German dyestuff wor~s were still fully in German hands and under German control; yet, 

the impact of Russia was subtly and steadily there and influenced the performance of 

the factoriles and the men responsible for it. 

Such impact was, of course, possible only because Russia was not lacking in 

capable entrepreneurs of her own; because she skillfully pursued a far-sighted, 

circumspect foreigA economic policy and understood how to channel ~ne efforts of 

the foreigners, who prided themselves of their superior abilities, into directions 

which she, and not the foreigners, determined; because able, adaptable workers 

were availa"ble· and because she possessed excellent scientific minds. Little won-
~"' ) 

der that native in;.;_ustries challenging the foreigners frew rapidly and that only 

the most advanced and sophisticated industries could maintain themselves. And even 

these were steadily a.Yld rapidly acquiring a Russian character. 

All this becomes particularly evident if one considers the development of the 

machine industry. Having got its start during the early phases of the industrial 

revolution in Engla.r:td, it had spread from there to France, Belgium, Germany, Swi t

zerland and the U.S.A., and had come already comparatively early to Russia. As a 

result, the market conditions for a latecomer such as Germany were rather different 

as far as exports to Russia were concerned. The record her locomotive factories 

is especially instructive. Excellent factories had grown up in Germany: Borsig, 

Maffei, Krauss, Henschel and others, and like their English, American, French and 

other competitors they started out with large exports to Russia and still larger 

expectations. These were soon shared also by those who made other railway supplies, 

such as passenger cars, rails, boilers, etc. But as early as the 1870s, they found 

out that their business passed into the hands of Russian firms such as the Struve 

factory, the Votkinsky Kazennyi Zavod, the Sormovo, the Nevsky works, Malzov, Puti

lov, and others. These not only made good engines; they were also inventive, added 

new features to the design, adapted them to the special Russian conditions, and even 

gave their engines a different, distinctly "Russian" look. l~one of the German firms 

attempted to build up in Russia a major production unit; at best, they concentrated 

on the export of specialized engines, perhaps for use in the mines, or of parts, 

and occasionally they took advantage of sudden temporary opportunities as were of

fered in the time of the Russian-Turkish war or briefly early in the '1/i tte period. 

It may be surmised that the experience with automobiles might have turned out 

to be similar, but the First World War prevented a normal development. The first 

Russian automobile was brought out in 1896 by Yakovlev, who used the Benz 11Velo 11 as 

his model. Soon, capa-ble Russian engineers became available, foremost them 

:Boris Loutzky, who had worked for the Maschinenfabrik Ntl.Tnberg and for Daimler. He 

construcced cars and subsequently entered into an agreement with the St 

firm of Lessner for making cars and parts and establishing repair shops. The Lessner 



firm had long been active in promoting links between foreign and Russian industries. 

An especially useful 

furnished by the M.A.N. 

for the situation faced by machine factories is 

s~arted out in tho 1860s and 1870s w~th subs~antial 

deliveries of installations, machines, and machine parts to Russia, both Augsburg 

and NUrnberg (which later combined) soon found it difficult to export to Russia. 

]ut convinced, probably erroneously, that manufacturing in .Russia was bound to be 

unprofitable because efficient manufacturing processes could not be introduced there 

and because the Russian worker was thought to have, besides other shortcomings, dif

ficulty in adjusting to German orderliness and punctualitj and to have little con

cept of the value of time, 43 both desisted from transferring part of their manufac

turing activities abroad. As a result, their Russian business did not develop as 

anticipated and only the invention and finally successful construction of a Diesel 

engine, accomplished by Augsburg in 1898 after infinite trouble, gave them new chan

ces. These seemed to be t~e brighter as the Diesel engine answered specific Russian 

needs. For the Russians, especially the Ludwig Nobel firm, were at the t~me develop

ing the Caucasus oil fields from which the Mazut could be derived, a very cheap fuel 

gained fror;• crude oil afte::: one distillation. Diesel's was sold to Nobel in 

1898,44 but the expectation was that despite this, a great export market for M.A.N. 

Diesel engines would materialize. 

This did happen, and many large Diesel installations, most useful for Russia's 

industrialization, such as that sold to Kiev for its electricity works, were subse

quently sold. But what was not expected. was that Russia took the lead in the Diesel 

field, outdoing the manufacturers not only in the United States, England, and lt,rance 

where also the Diesel patent had been sold, out also those of Germany herself. Rus

sia proved that she had the means, the rr.inds (scientists like von Dopp, Koshevnikov, 

Korevo, Hagelin), and the skilled workers who knew how to build this intricate and 

not yet perfected engine. And in firms like Nobel, Kolomna, or Sormovo, also the 

managerial ability was not lacking. With the help of foreign trained eng~neers, they 

proved themselves inventive and E:!nterprising enough to stay in advance of Western de-

velopments. the first decade of the twentieth century, M.A.N. found not only 

its market for its standard productien in machinery difficult to maintain but also 

its hopes for sales of Diesel engines gravely reduced. Nothing was left but to re

consider the earlier decision, which had been against the transfer of some of its 

production facilities to Russia; ana. after years of hesitation, M.A.N. did purchase 

a factory in 1912. This was the :&'elser & Co in Riga. The short time until the out

break of war did not allow a test wh8ther or not the acquisition was useful. As a 

matter of fact, the Russian government continued to preference, especially 

when military needs we:::·e involved, to Russian-owned firms; and a report of September 

25, 1914, looking toward a possible post-war situation, stated emphatically45 that 
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if M.A.N. was to run a branch in Russia, it had to be clearly Russian. The Felser 

shares held by the German M.A..N. would Lave to be converted into shares of a Rus

sian M.A.N. operating w1der Russian law. 

Perhaps even th~s would not have been a satisfactory soluticn. For, in the 

historical lite .. cature, one point has been almost entirely passed over which became 

of ever greater importance with regard to foreign enterprises. It concerns the 

dichotomy which developed between the interests of the main offices and their Rus

sian branches. 

Thus, the EA~F and the Hoechst directors, as well as others, began to complain 

that the managers of the Russian branches "represented the Russian side." Depen

ding partly upon their royalties from sales, they were suspected of favoring a 

high turn-over rather than profitability. They were pleading for the right to pur

chase raw and intermediate products as well as needed machinery not only from the 

mother house but freely on the international market, wherever they could be had at 

most favorable prices.46 'l1hey wanted to manufacture as much as possible in Russia 

whereas the home offices wanted to export as much as possible from Germany. 

Similar complaints came from the Bayer management; and the above mentioned En

~~s report indicates for ~.A.N. a corresponding situation. At Siemens, the direc

tors of the Russian brancH pointed ou_t that the Berlin models were often improved 

in St.Petersburg and that standardizing constructions, prescribed by Berlin in con

nection with its desire to take increased responsibility for directing also the 

Russian works in the 1890s, did not serve the Russian business.47 Instead, the 

branch offices wanted greater adaptation to t;he wishes of the Russian customer, even 

if he was as.k:ing for "impractical features." They furchermore insisted on employ

ing more Russian technicians, although these were said to be very conceited (~ 

~ selbst eingenommen), and on appointing top Russian supervisors. 48 They desired 

collaboration with Russian inventors--men like Professors Artemiev, Popov, etc. And 

they insisted on remodelling a number of their sales organizations into separate 

Russian companies. 

The trend toward greater pa:rticipation by Russians was not limited to technical 

and managerial matters. It extended also to questions of ownership. Russians be

came co-owners. An industrialisc, Starr,irowski, secured for himself in 1911 a share 

of 25% in Siemens' electrical works in Lodz. C.L. Wachter, Wogau & Co, C.D.Thornton 

and other St.Petershurg firms held stock in the Gesellschaft ftir elektrische Be

leuchtung, St.Petersburg, whi~h had been established by Siemens. Private Russian 

Cdpitalists acquired, when a chance offered itself, stock in foreign companies. A 

Russian, Rothstein of the St.Petersburger Internationale Handelsbank (Banque inter

nationale de commerce), became the leading representative of a syndicate created by 

Siemens, the AEG (Allgemeine Elektrizi ta tsgesellschaft, Berlin) and the Union ( H.iga-
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St.Petersburg), a firm established by Luuwig Loewe, Berlin, and later taken over 

by the AEG. Rothschild (Paris) and two Swiss firms also participated in this syn

dicate represented by Rothstein. This Russian banker exercised a powerful influ

ence on many a foreign firm, forming a link between Russian government and foreign 

management. His premature death in 1904 was a considerable blow to the foreigners. 

The relationship which gradually emerged between ~ Russian branch and a foreign 

mother house in the course of such developments is clearly shown in a 29 page long 

report which the director of the largest Siemens undertaking in Russia, Hermann Gorz, 

sent on November 17, 1899, to Berlin.49 Gorz had with some misgivings accepted the 

post in Russia, and Siemens was not always satisfied with him. The monetary reward 

of a position in Russia seems to have been his main inducement, but it may be doub

ted that the one and a quarter million marks which he did save in the course of al

most two decades was more than he might have gained had he retained his executive 

position in Germany with the AEG. He re mrned. to Germany in 1906 and continued to 

direct from t11ere the Russian branch. His 1899 report, as he himself confesses, was 

not impartial; but though conditions changed again during the following years, it is 

indicative of a trend toward internal Russification of foreign :production centers 

in Russia. 

Gorz starts by characterizing the attitude of the Russian government and public 

toward the foreign electro-industry. He writes that in view of the rapid progress 

which electro-techniques maKe, the Russians asshme that every enterprise in the 

branch must be extremely successful. From this follows, he argues, that, as a re-

commendation of the Minister of the Interior shows, they want munic ties to take 

electric installations under their own management if these promise a profit. Or 

they the most burdensome conditions when granting concessions for installa-

tions. Unfortunately, they are supported by foreigners themselves who violently com

pete for concessions which they then try to sell again. 

An example is furnished by a "standard contract" for street illumination worked 

out in 1897 even with the help of representatives of a German firm in St.Petersburg. 

Forced to accept such a contract, the Siemens firm anticipates for the years 1899/1900 

a deficit of Rbls. 64,700 out of an income of Rbls. 566,100. The city of St.Peters

burg wants approximately 20% out of this sum, while under parallel circumstances 

the city of requires--aside fror" sorr.e minor fees--5%, Vienna 3%, and Berlin lOO,.k. 

Impositions sirr.ilar to those made by St .Petersburg are made by Kiev or Taganrog. 

In St.Petersourg, the output of one hectowatt electricity costs the firm 116 2/3% 

more than in The cost 1'or fuel, rna terials, wages, and repairs in S t .Peters-

burg of Rbls. 1.25, and of 1.- in Moscow compares with 0.8 in cities like Stockholm 

or Breslau, 0.6 in Copenhagen, and 0.3 in Hamburg. Speculations by foreigners, 

their battles to gain a foothold in Russia, or even old agreements entered into by 
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them years ago under different circumstances lead to ever increased demands on 

those who seek to secure concessions in Russian towns. 

Gorz comments further on irregularities which are common when foreign firms 

submit bids. Often the Russian govern~ent or municipality uses bids by foreigners 

to favor RuE;sian firms, sollici ting from these offers lower than those by the for

eigners and then using them to force these to reduce their prices. Bu0 the for-

eigners--and especially the ~elgians--only contribute to such conditions. Thus, 

when in 1898 the building of certain warehouse installations was submitted for bids, 

the offers of twelve firms, among which two Russian firms, varied by up to 80% 

(they ranged from 199,000 rbls. to 358,000, with Siemens quoting 300,000 and prom

ising to use its own Russian-made products). 

With a look at all the disadvantages bestetting the Russian firm of Siemens, 

Gorz then explains how many of tho new firms abroad, seeing the rapid progress made 

by Russia and desirous of conquering that market, make initial offers with prices 

far below costs. This makes all Hussian production suffer. 50 Other factories abroad 

make low offers in order to get rid of their overproduction. No wonder that in 

1896/97 Siemens {St .Petersburg), with a capital of 3t: million rbls. and a turn-over 

of 2.7 million, had a profit of 12 1/4%, in 1897/98 with 4 and 3.1 million rbls. 

respectively a profit of 8 3/8%, and in 1898/99 with the same capital and 4-! million 

rbls. sales a profit of only 5%. 
Gorz sees further difficulties with regard to the profits a Russian branch can 

make in the fact that Russian engineers, who have visited foreign factories or who 

have studied abroad, return home with reports about sales and prices there. This 

guides the Russian government when placing orders; yet, it overlooks that such prices 

are possible only when large markets unimpeded by customs barriers exist, but not 

for Russia.. At that, it demands guarantees for the faultless functioning of mach

inery it buys far beyond what others ask.. This is shown by regulations such as the 

Russian M.inistry of the Navy issued with regard to dynamo engines. 

The report addresses itself then to the expenses of production in the Russian 

electro-industry and compares them with those for imports. They are so great that 

foreign firms are reluctant to assign more than 17!% of their capital investments to 

their Russian branch. This is understandable when one considers that (and this is 

not what most historical investigations assume) tariffs for raw and intermediate 

materials are often so high that it is more advantageous to import the finished prod

uct. They amount, e.g., for 

a Siemens dynamo engine s 50, if the parts are imported, to Rbls. 514-44 
if the finished engine is imported to only 386.40 

II " T 275: parts: 2420.09; finished product: 1722.- rb1s. 
" transformer: " 179.88; tf 128.10 " 
" cable CKA 3100: II 1633-22; II 1266.- " 
II " 25a: " 649.42; " 570.- " 
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Actually, owing to further impositions, Russian made products are sometimes disad

vantaged by another 10%. 

At that, freight costs for Russian products are h~gher u1an for things coming 

from abroad. Gorz mentions the freight of dynamoes from 

St. Petersburg to Warsaw of 38.79 rbls. as against Berlin-Warsaw of .60 
II Oms .~e. 92.60 II II Omsk 111..80 
!I Baku n.63 If Paris-Baku 124.71 
" Odessa 58.39 If Hamburg-Odessa .48. 

For copper, freight per pud and per km costs: 

From Germany to Russia 1/55 of a kopek 
France II l/50 II 

Austria " 1/50 II 

Within Russia herself l/41 II 

Investments and labor costs are likewise adduced as reasons for the predicament 

of manufacturers in Russia. While an investment of 400 rbls. for installations of 

a factory per each of its 6800 workers sufiices in Nt1rnberg for the Schuckert elech;o

firm, and of 370 rb1s. for each of the 7000 workers of Siemens in Berlin, Siemens 

in St, Petersburg with its 1050 workers needs 600 to 630 rbls. per head. A Russian 

worker received in October 1899 at an average 10 rbls. a week, while the Siemens 

worker in Berlin, with far higher productivity, gets no more than the aequivalent 

of 11.80 rbls. Inter~:;;st charges, anyhow nigher in Russia than in the lJest, are the 

more burdensome as, unlike in Germany, a large stock in materials must be maintained 

because the supply with raw and intermediate materials is often slow and prices for 

them are nigher. 

Lastly, Gorz speaks of the technical personnel. The need (and the expenses) 

for it is the greater as firms specializing in accessories exist abroad while the 

St.Petersburg branch has to manufacture them itself. It therefore needs more engin

eers and other technical experts. If it gets these from abroad, they often lack the 

necessary linguistic knowledge and costly tr~nslators must be employed. If they are 

.Russians, they are often more interested in the theoretical than the practical as

pects of the work; and, throi.lgn loss of contact with Western industries once they 

have finished their st,ludies a-broad, they are often no longer as up-to-date as they 

should be. Yet, for foreigners as well as Russians, the salaries are more than lOo% 

than in the West, amounting in ruoles to what abroad they get in marks or 

francs. Under such circumstances, extra capital reserves would be needed in Russia, 

bu"u the articles of incorporation of the Russian branch do not allow enough for 

depreciation at year's end. 

No nationalistic Russian coulO. have made a more persuasive argument for the 

need to better protect and support manufacturing plants in Russia than this head of 

a foreign-owned firm. The conclusions at which he arrives cannot have been pleasing 

to the mother nouse. Since his report deals essentially with difficulties which 
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internal business arrangements brought about and not even with the many external, 

societal and general economic issues which also entered, Gorz's report shows the 
dichotomy between the interests of th<; mother house and the branch. At the end, 

Gorz takes altogether t11e sia.e of H.ussia. He argues that also "in erns ten Zei ten" 

(did Gorz possibly include in this war times--possibly even war between Russia and 

Germany?) must rely on a heal thy electro-industry. It is therefore necessary for 

Russia to raise as quickly as possible its tariffs; that it reduce the freight 

rates, that it give preference to Russian production when placing orders. that it 

"adjust" demands of Russian factories in techni<:a.l a. •• u. ... L!•C:l.Iaaal matters to concii.-.: 

tions which further their survival possibilities and their capa-bilities, and that 

it promote the training of naGive technicians fit for not only theoretical but main

ly for practical work. 

Every single one of these points ran counter to the interests of the mother 

house abroad. Yet, not only do we find them mentioned in internal correspondence 

but in various instances also supported in petitions directed to the Russian govern

ment, petitions diametrically opposed to those which main administrations addressed 

to their own governments. They pushed in the direction of Russification. 

The picture which thus impresses itself upon the historian is that owing to the 

vitality of the Russian entrepreneur through the centuries and the determined pol

icies of the Russian government and with its help, the role of the foreigner was 

more limited than the attention given to it in the existing literature seems to 

indicate. The foreigner was himself constantly pulled in the direction of "Russian

ization" and this pull reflects on the so often discussed, emphasized or denied 

problem of backwardness. Where Russia did not develop into a modern nation on her 

own but relied on foreigners, she could still at all times call the tune. She could 

absorb and "Russianize" foreign enterprise and could channel it into directions 

which were profitable to the nation. 

Walthe+ Kirchner, Princeton. 
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